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Abstract

Self-organization has proven to be a universal functioning property inherent to the open systems, including biological entities and living organisms. The flux of energy or matter through the system enables its transition to a new ordered state, which results from a cooperative behavior of the system’s constituents. The system functions far from thermodynamic equilibrium and its transitions between the states are treated within nonlinear models. An analysis of such behavior yields valuable information about the emergent properties of the particular system that is often impossible to obtain by other methods. This review summarizes some of the most interesting, recently reported phenomena related to dynamic self-organization and coherency at various complexity levels in living matter, demonstrating the widespread applications of these concepts in many modern fields of biological and healthcare research. The processes and interactions controlling self-organized behaviors are discussed in regards to molecular reactions, including mechanisms of protein folding, bioenergetics, and charge transfer. Phenomena in cells and tissues, as well as the examples of whole organs and organism levels are also reviewed. In addition, we analyze existing applications of self-organization and coherency processes in medicine. Special attention is given to determination of feedback mechanisms, control parameters, and order parameters needed to completely define the self-organized behavior and coherent dynamics of a particular system.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Self-Organization and Coherency as Inherent Properties of Biological Systems

For many years, a mainstream approach in studies of complex biological entities was their dismantling with the purpose of examining individual components. Such an approach allowed incorporation of modern mathematical methods and theories in biological and healthcare research. Further progress was achieved from integrating the components of complex entities in interacting bottom-up and/or top-down systems. However, discovering a deductive link that explains emergent properties of a complex system from the properties of interacting components may not necessarily work, simply because such a deductive link may not exist [1]. Multiple studies elucidated a need to bring into play higher organizing principles available in nature and to apply them in experimental and theoretical studies, in order to find the answers to paradoxes emerging at all complexity levels—from biomolecules through cells to the most complex organisms [2]-[5]. The need to understand how the interaction of metabolites, proteins, genes, cells, or higher-level constituents can lead to unpredicted systems-level behaviors resulted in increased attention from the research community to the science of complex systems.

One of the main concepts in complex systems theory is self-organization. Self-organization is a process by which a system, consisting of interacting components, becomes ordered in space and/or time. This process means that the whole system has characteristics that differ qualitatively from those of the component parts without the interactions. The concept of self-organization, usually considered as a dynamic phenomenon in the systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium, was introduced by Prigogine [6] [7]. He discussed emergence of new properties and order—dissipative structures—in such systems, which would be stabilized due to energy exchange with an environment. To emphasize the role of cooperative (collective) effects in self-organization processes, Haken suggested naming this field of research synergetics [8] [9]. He suggested that the main problem of synergetics was finding the common principles that control the emergence of self-organizing structures.

As consistent with synergetics, dynamically self-organizing systems rely on a continuous input of energy to be maintained (the so-called open systems)—which is exactly the case for functioning biological systems and living organisms. An important prerequisite for dynamic self-organization is the existence of a feedback between the components of the system. Such feedback initiates nonlinear dynamic properties and, if strong enough, complex behaviors of the components and the whole system, facilitating its transitions to new stable states.

The other important concept is coherency. In general, coherency may be considered as a property either in time or in space. Spatial coherence describes the correlation between entities or processes at different points in space. Temporal coherence describes the correlation or predictable relationship between entities or processes observed at different moments in time. Obviously, the coherency in biology borders closely with dynamic self-organization since it describes collective properties—synchronization—of entities or processes. In fact, coherency is a subset of dynamic self-organization phenomena since existence of a positive feedback between the components of a system is a prerequisite for self-organization to occur and is a precursor for coherency in the system.

To appropriately describe processes occurring in a complex, multi-dimensional system and to take into account the feedback, relevant mathematical models of a dynamically self-organizing system introduce the so-called order parameters, which in all cases are the generalized dynamic variables that reflect collective action of various sets of parameters of the system on its behavior [8]. For each specific system and within the adequate model, there could be at least one such generalized variable. Importantly, these order parameters may not necessarily represent directly measurable quantities and their values depend usually on a combination of the system’s (microscopic) properties. The number of such influential properties is usually unknown, which emphasizes an imperative value of the order parameters. For any biological system, the motion of its components occurs on very wide time-scales (from femto seconds to hours), representing versatile dynamics. By introducing order parameters, nonlinear dynamics allows considering only those (slow) motions that determine the whole system dynamics on a microscopically long time-scale. Such slow modes integrate fast motions, which thereby could be excluded from consideration in the whole system model (slaving principle as defined by Haken [8] [10]). Thus, using order parameters as an important attribute of nonlinear dynamics allows developing low-dimensional representations of a high-dimensional system.

Selecting the order parameters for complex, multi-component systems might be rather challenging. In many cases, behavior of complex nonlinear dynamical systems can be analyzed using parameters that characterize divergence (uncertainties) of trajectories for the model’s variables. The rate of such divergence (uncertainties) is
described by characteristic variables of the relevant mathematical models—Lyapunov exponents and Kolmogorov (metric) or Shannon (information) entropy [8] [11]. Multiple studies showed that these variables correlate well with the order parameters’ behaviors, uniquely characterizing various functional states (stable states, oscillations, spiral waves, deterministic chaos, and other attractors) of the system and allowing to use Lyapunov exponents and entropies in lieu of order parameters to analyze and predict emergent properties of the complex systems [12]-[15].

Applying concepts of dynamic self-organization allows not merely constructing an appropriate mathematical model for a complex biological system, but in many cases provides a clear path to understand the principles that drive the system’s functions. There might be many important exogenous and endogenous interactions, feedback loops, etc. and it might be impossible to define or even to predict all of them immediately. However, introduction of the order parameters allows description of the whole system in its emergent properties, providing the way for validating experimental results. As soon as the model consistent with the experiment is built, further development may be focused on determination of important geometrical, physical, chemical, and physiological variables and properties of the system that stand behind the order parameters.

1.2. Historical Aspects

The concepts of self-organization and coherency have a long history in biology, dating back to the famous essay by Schrödinger [16]. He has pointed out that a remarkable biological order, functional stability, and energy efficiency could not be satisfactorily explained exclusively by statistical laws; supplementary principles of a collective origin should be applied.

Later, Fröhlich recognized a long-range biological order as coherent molecular excitations [17]. He admitted that coherent excitations and other coherency effects could be responsible for the mentioned remarkable properties of biological systems and considered crucial role of coherency (facilitated by feedback loops) for organism, suggesting a link of insufficiency or impairment of coherent dynamics, to cancer [18]. In its simplest form, the coherent excitation was suggested to occur in the form of a “giant dipole” vibration—a synchronous vibration of multiple dipoles in a biomolecule, which is stabilized in a non-equilibrium manner through the elastic deformability of the macromolecules. Within this approach, the electrochemical energy was considered to funnel into collective degrees of freedom in order to avoid thermal dissipation and enable biochemical work.

Soon after Fröhlich’s works on coherent molecular excitations, the theory of biological coherence was further elaborated by Davydov, who described the transport of metabolic energy along biological polymers over distances, introducing the concept of the soliton [19]. The idea behind the Davydov’s soliton is that the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) creates excited vibrational states in the peptide group, allowing vibrational excitation to propagate to the neighboring groups due to dipole interaction between groups. The excitation interacts also with the hydrogen bond, creating a local deformation that is coupled (self-trapped) to the vibrational excitation through a feedback mechanism. If the feedback is strong enough, a new, non-dissipative state associated with vibrational excitation and hydrogen bond distortion will be created and will propagate coherently along the peptide chain. This concept proved to be productive for explaining the bioenergetics mechanisms at physiological conditions; it was further elaborated theoretically [20]-[23] and obtained some experimental evidence in support [23] [24]. Although additional experiments are required to test the role of excited vibrational states in protein function and bioenergetics in a more direct way, the Davydov’s soliton concept as well as Fröhlich’s “giant dipole” played an eminent role in triggering comprehensive studies of dynamic self-organization effects through coupling of localized excitations and protein conformational dynamics in biological systems.

Apparently, the first mathematical description of self-organization process in biological systems was the reaction-diffusion theory of morphogenesis by Turing [25]. Turing proved that morphogens in the cells could form concentration patterns through diffusion and chemical reactions under certain favorable conditions facilitated by catalysts or auto-catalytically. Turing’s model relied on the principles later named “self-organization”, in which the feedback between the components of a system plays an essential role. In his model, Turing assumed that the system was initially pushed out of equilibrium. Applying a linear approach he, however, considered only small fluctuations in the system. Still he noticed that in the event of large-magnitude fluctuations, the system should behave in a similar way since other (external) parameters would limit its behavior. Turing indicated that only a few ‘leading’ terms in his equations dominated the system’s behavior after a “lapse of time”. The leading terms determined concentration variables that produced periodic patterns on a long time scale, which suggested an
imperative role of appropriately selected variables as the order parameters. In support of Turing’s ideas, morphogenesis was described later using self-organization models by Kauffman [26]. Similar models were subsequently explored by many scientists discussing emergent effects within the modern dynamic self-organization paradigm of a system with strong feedback loops on different time scales, using chemical concentrations as the order parameters [27] [28].

To date, dynamic self-organization effects were reported at different complexity levels in biological systems—in molecules, cells, tissues, organs, and organ systems. It is widely understood that synergetic, chaotic, and coherent behaviors stimulated by feedback dominate physiological systems. This was evidenced by experimental studies and had also been supported by very successful modeling [26] [29]-[39]. The concept of dynamic self-organization also received considerable attention by systems biology and healthcare scientists [40]-[42]. The number of research papers on self-organization effects in biology and living organisms has mounted exponentially during the last decades. This review summarizes those of the most recent studies that relied on dynamic self-organization concepts in the sense of Prigogine [6] [7] and Haken [8] [9], pinpointing whenever was possible the order parameters, control parameters, feedback mechanisms, and emphasizing importance of slaving principle in the systems’ behavior.

1.3. Outline of This Review
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the most important recent works on dynamic self-organization in various biological systems and briefly analyzes suggested order parameters and control parameters. The section covers processes occurring in protein folding, motor proteins, charge transfer, and receptor biomolecules. Significant attention is paid to cellular level systems with the emphasis on cytoskeleton, cardiac myocytes, and neurons. The description of self-organization studies in organs and organism level systems concludes this section. Section 3 introduces existing applications of self-organization and coherency concepts in medicine and medical research. It is shown that health disorders and diseases can be described in terms of coherency and self-organization loss. An important role of models based on bottom-up and top-down approaches is discussed. Section 4 analyzes ways of defining the order parameters at different complexity levels of self-organizing biological systems and in medicine. Section 5 concludes this review and outlines promising areas for future studies.

2. Biological Systems

2.1. Macromolecules

a) Molecular paradoxes

Historically, research on dynamic self-organization in macromolecules has been increasingly focused on the mechanisms of protein folding, dynamics of ion channels of biomembranes, and non-thermal (i.e., coherent) modes of energy transfer. Conventional theories did not explain how the folding protein chooses a single stable structure among billions of others (the so-called Levinthal paradox [43]), how the freely movable ion channels organize into metastable periodic patterns which finally evolve into clusters [44], the mechanisms of non-thermal biological effects of weak electromagnetic fields with a quantum energy far below the average energy of thermal fluctuations (see e.g. [45]), etc. These and many other paradoxes at the biomolecular level were subsequently explained, taking into account the importance of dynamic self-organization and coherency effects in biological systems and living organisms.

b) Protein folding

It is now widely accepted that protein folding occurs essentially through dynamic self-organization. The most successful models consider the protein folding as a two-state first-order phase transition [46] triggered by a spontaneous nucleation [47] and progressing along the energy funnel-type landscape [48] by choosing thermodynamically most favorable barrier-crossing steps, facilitated by favorable conformational changes [49] and collective dominance of native-like interactions over alternative combinations of interactions [50]. The funnel landscape in the proposed models emerges only for those amino acid sequences for which there is a structure in which nearly all the various interactions are simultaneously minimized; i.e., native proteins are only minimally frustrated [50]. Using the language of dynamic self-organization, such processes may be formalized in terms of non-equilibrium phase transition of the disorder-order type with the frustration parameter as one of the important
order parameters.

The manner in which a protein folds into its native conformation was also examined in terms of a structural self-organization process applying topological methods [51], in which a specific topological quantity that characterizes the folding pathways was suggested as the order parameter.

Recent progress in understanding the most fundamental aspects of polypeptide self-organization into native conformations facilitated further research into regulatory mechanisms that underpin their ability to adapt to changing conditions [52]. The self-organization of the protein folding process augments itself by enhancing the stability of the core against large-scale motions that would unfold the protein [53], stabilizing the native state through hydrophobic interaction that drives the overall collapse of the chain [54], robustness of the native structure against mutations [55], etc. Available experimental results support modern understanding of physical principles of dynamic self-organization in protein structures, emphasizing such important features of this process as acquiring the unique protein structure among alternatives, nucleation of the folding process and meta stable folding intermediates, cooperation among neighboring domains in a folding protein, as well as folding and self-organization effects in various disease states [56]-[61].

A number of works indicated, though, that a unifying concept that combines the basic features governing self-organization of proteins into complex three-dimensional structures in vitro and in vivo is still lacking [62] [63]. This may be attributed to a complexity of the folding process that involves a very large number of interactions (with structural feedback), allowing calculation of only relatively small native structures and applying other critical limitations. Current studies are focused on numerous as yet unresolved questions, such as unfolding-refolding reactions and hidden intermediates [58], role of intramolecular interactions in folding [64], effects of water dynamics in slaving the chain movements [50], and other topics.

c) Motor proteins

Motor proteins are molecular motors powered by the hydrolysis of ATP, converting chemical energy into mechanical work. Examples of molecular motors include cytoskeletal motors (myosins, kinesins, dineins), polymerization motors (actins, microtubules, dynamins), rotary motors, nucleic acid motors, and others. Pattern formation through self-organization and oscillatory behavior of motor proteins has been known for many years (see e.g. [65]-[67]). Effects related to the feedback in the protein-environment system and their role in the function of motor proteins were evaluated recently in a number of studies.

The level-arm versus Brownian motor models of motor proteins were discussed, demonstrating that either the time scale difference in conformational changes or switching of asymmetric potential (both driven by ATP) may facilitate the necessary feedback to control the operation of motor proteins [68]. The function of molecular motors by transitions between different conformations facilitated by a sustained influx and outflow of energy was rationalized in terms of non-equilibrium thermodynamics of an open system with feedback [69], in which free energy and entropy functions could be considered as the order parameters.

A nonlinear dynamic model for an ensemble of motors was proposed to describe their transition from a stable to unstable operating mode, suggesting a load force as the order parameter and several potential control parameters influencing the feedback: biochemical signaling that modulate the load force, mechanical signaling including the rate of load-accelerated dissociation of motors from the filament, and the number of active motors that can act collectively [66] [70]. The cooperation of a large number of such motors can lead to instabilities and transitions to different operational modes (attractors) of the system, revealing hysteretic behavior, bifurcations, and spontaneous oscillations. For example, self-organized dynamic redistribution of dynein motors was suggested to account for the nuclear oscillations in the motor-microtubule system. Dynein motors, responding to load forces, cooperatively detach from the trailing microtubules. After redistributing via the cytoplasm, they attach along the leading microtubules, thereby generating the force asymmetry necessary for the oscillations [71]. These cooperative effects were formalized using the equation for microtubules dynamics with forces exerted by the attached motors. Suggesting the concentration of attached motors as the order parameter with load forces as control parameters revealed attractors and oscillating solutions typical for dynamically self-organized systems.

d) Ion channels of biomembranes

Systematic studies of ion channels in biomembranes started with the seminal work by Hodgkin and Huxley [72], in which they discussed excitable membranes and presented a first model describing experimentally observed kinetics of ion transfer through the channel and its correlation with the channel gating. It was also shown that the open probability of a sodium channel increases as the membrane’s depolarization degree is increased, facilitating the positive feedback such that channel opening allows more positively charged ions to enter the cell,
shifting the membrane potential towards depolarization and in turn opening more channels [73]. An intrinsic tendency for self-organization in ion channels with electro-diffusion was first analyzed over 25 years ago [44]. It was shown that when a concentration gradient of salt across the membrane exceeds a certain threshold, freely movable ion channels may organize into transient periodic patterns, which is typical for the systems driven away from a thermal equilibrium. Such correlated behavior of structural elements of the channels was discussed later in many works [74] [75].

Generally, the ion transport through the channel is considered using the idea of a flexible structure of the channel-forming proteins that channel ions; they carry currents that change the cell voltage, which in turn changes the ion channel properties [76]. A novel approach suggesting existence of a strong positive feedback due to interaction of the transferred ions with a flexible structure of the channel forming proteins, facilitating formation of the states with different channel conductivities through dynamic self-organization mechanism was discussed in the early nineties [77]. Among the features enhancing the feedback mechanisms, a strong ion-conformational interaction and markedly different time scales for the events of ion transfer through the pore and conformational relaxation of pore-forming proteins were indicated (emphasizing importance of the slaving principle). As the order parameter driving formation of different conductivity states, the authors considered generalized structural variables defined by free energies of the components of a functioning ion channel.

Recent studies on high-resolution x-ray structures, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, NMR spectroscopy, and computer modeling showed distinctly different structures for the gated ion channels in the open-pore (active) and closed-pore (resting) conformations [78]-[84]. It was also reported that the mean time for the passage of a single ion through a channel is several orders of magnitude shorter than conformational changes associated with channel gating events [79] [84]. Such a pronounced difference in time scales should be considered as a prerequisite for a strong feedback and emergent nonlinear dynamical properties in a system as discussed in [77] [85]. However, currently available x-ray structures of the channels in various conformations, as well as time limitations for extended MD calculations, do not allow correlating accurately conformational changes within the channel forming proteins with the ion transport events. Additional studies are required to clarify whether these conformational differences have functional relevance and to understand the magnitude of possible feedback in the system of transported ions and channel-forming proteins.

A number of studies explored cooperative interactions between ion channels using bifurcation analysis and stochastic simulations models [86], proving that cooperativity and anti-cooperativity can modify the range of sustained firing and cell-intrinsic noise, induce multi-stability, and account for other experimental observations.

The cooperative behaviors of ion channels were discussed in many other works, showing that the positive feedback facilitates synchronous opening of all channels in the ensemble [73] [87]. Calcium oscillations, which exemplify one of the most important signaling mechanisms in cell biology, were also discussed within the concept of collective behavior of ion channels. According to recent studies, a coherent wave of calcium release, triggered by stochastic release events from a group of intracellular ion channel clusters, sweeps the cell. Oscillations in this model were believed to emerge through a spatial coherence resonance mechanism [88], *i.e.* a disorder-order phase transition.

c) Photosynthetic systems

One of the functions of the photosynthetic systems is charge separation across the biological membrane triggered by a light-absorption event. This function is performed by specific cofactor-protein complexes—reaction centers (RCs)—embedded in the photosynthetic membranes. Numerous studies discuss coupling between the photo-induced charge transfer and conformational dynamics in RCs [89]-[92]. First discussions of dynamic self-organization in functioning RCs considered the possibility for such coupling to cause conformational changes that relax on a much longer time scale than the electron transfer/recombination events, causing a kind of structural memory in the cofactor-protein environment [93] [94] and allowing applying the slaving principle in modeling the channel’s function. Recent experimental studies of photosynthetic RCs proved existence of the charge-separation induced, long-lived conformational changes that relax orders of magnitude slower than the charge transfer events [95]-[97], which in accord with the previously developed theories should create a strong feedback between transported charges and protein-cofactor environment of RCs, initiating dynamic self-organization behavior [93] [94].

Experimental results available to date were formalized theoretically within the concept of dynamic self-organization in the ensemble of RCs, specifying charge-transfer induced conformational changes and related free-energy functions as the order parameters [94] [98]. Some of the experimental findings reported in those
works did not allow explanation outside the nonlinear dynamics theories. The same concepts were applied recently to develop a single-molecule model of photo induced charge transport in RCs, also suggesting its experimental verification [99].

The role of dynamic self-organization in the photosynthetic electron transfer was additionally discussed within a general theory of phase transitions in far from thermodynamic equilibrium biological systems with active friction [100]. In separate studies, self-organization effects were reported in light-harvesting complexes of photosynthetic membranes in terms of supra molecular protein arrangement and function in grana thylakoids [101].

Recent experiments with light harvesting complexes of photosynthetic systems have provided conclusive evidence that relatively long-lived quantum coherent states exist in the electronic and vibrational sub-systems of biological molecules [102]-[104]. Remarkably, the long-lived coherent effects in photosynthetic systems were also reported at room temperature [105] [106]. These experiments demonstrated that light-induced excitation energy is collectively shared among the light-harvesting molecules, allowing excitation to move coherently in space and enabling efficient energy harvesting and trapping.

f) Rhodopsins, receptor and signaling proteins

G-proteins (guanine nucleotide-binding proteins) are a family of membrane signaling receptors involved in processing signals received by cells and transmitting signals between the cells. They communicate signals from many photoreceptors, hormones, neurotransmitters, and other signaling factors. Studies of optically coupled neuronal function of these receptors revealed bistable behaviors with a pronounced feedback of synaptically released glutamate on neurotransmitter release [107].

Rhodopsin is a G-protein-coupled receptor of the retina that is responsible for the initial events of light sensing. Dynamic self-organization effects were shown to be important in rhodopsin expression. Explaining this suggestion, it was noted that positive feedback loops in photoreceptor cells create bistability in the network of activators and repressors, thereby controlling the cell-type specific Rhodopsin expression in a self-organized manner [108].

Rhodopsin is extremely sensitive to light; it mediates transduction of single photons into transient electrical responses. The role of calcium ions and other factors in regulation of rhodopsin’s response to light was studied in many works (see e.g. [109] [110]). The most recent data showed that high fidelity of rhodopsin’s photoresponse is a collective function of biochemical, physical, and geometrical components, also emphasizing that calcium controls negative feedback loop, suppressing output electrical signal at high incident light intensity (“eye adaptation”) [111] [112]. The electrical transient generation involved stochastic nonlinear dynamics of the signaling cascade (avalanche) with a pronounced positive feedback loop, which ensured high electrical response to low-intensity incident light [112]. In the sited work, the number of active molecules was conventionally used for the order parameter with the calcium concentration as one of the control parameters.

In biomolecular signal transduction, dynamic self-organization effects in switching of protein signal transduction cascades to bistable and/or multi-stable operation modes was formalized using the normalized populations of phosphorylation sites as the order parameter, with the particle number and catalytic enzyme concentrations serving as control parameters [113].

The research on coherent effects in photoreceptor proteins extended to retinal isomerization in bacteriorhodopsin [114] and coherent vibrational dynamics in rhodopsins [115] [116].

Among the other macromolecules exhibiting coherent behaviors, we would like to mention bacterial cytochrome c oxidase, in which the protein moiety and cofactor motions leading to altered conformations can be coherent rather than stochastic in nature. Such coherent motions was suggested to play a key role in controlling the photo-initiated transfer of carbon monoxide between binding sites and explain the high efficiency of the reaction [117]. The authors suggested a generalized reaction coordinate as the order parameter that involved conformational relaxation of the haem group with ligand transfer contribution.

2.2. Cell and Tissues

a) Cytoskeleton

One of the central questions in modern cell biology is how large macroscopic cellular structures are formed and maintained. It is unknown what determines the various shapes and sizes of cellular organelles, why specific structures form in particular places, and how cellular architecture is affected by function and vice versa. Recent discovery demonstrated how the size of the cells could be controlled: motor proteins walk along the microtu-
bules, reaching the end, at which point they collectively depolymerize longer microtubules faster than shorter ones, providing feedback necessary to control the length [118].

The cytoskeleton, an organized network of filamentous proteins, is an essential component of all eukaryotic cells. It plays a major role in morphogenesis, transport, motility, and cell division. An important cytoskeletal structure in various cell types is the cortical rings formed by bundles of filaments that wrap around the cell. Such rings form within the cell cortex, a thin layer of filament network located close to the cell membrane. As a result of continuous consumption of fuel (ATP) and related active processes, dynamic patterns of filament orientation and density emerge via instabilities, leading to the formation of stationary and oscillating rings via self-organization and coherency phenomena [34] [119] [120]. Recent experimental and theoretical studies of spatiotemporal dynamics of actomyosin networks exemplified nonlinear dynamical properties of cytoskeleton [121], suggesting the global alignment of filament movement as the order parameter and using actin concentrations and myosin surface densities as control parameters.

The periodic changes in the cell’s shape caused by interactions within a complex network of feedbacks between the components of the cell were known for over 25 years (see e.g. [122] [123]). Cells’ contractility relies on a contractile complex of actin and myosin (actomyosin), in which myosin molecular motors convert chemical energy from ATP hydrolysis into forces on actin filaments. Most recent works demonstrated that periodic deformation of the shell shape could not be explained within the linear models of interaction between the components of the cell, but could be readily attributed to effects of nonlinear couplings between various dynamic modes of actomyosin networks, responsible for the cell motility. The motions of cells and organelles are highly coordinated via mechanical signaling, driven by motor proteins moving along cytoskeletal filaments. Moreover, actomyosin can self-organize and respond to mechanical stimuli through multiple types of biomechanical feedback [70] [124].

The cells’ contractility was suggested to occur above a threshold concentration of myosin motors and at a critical distance between the bundles of motors and within a window of cross-link concentration [125]. The suggested mechanism of contraction was based on myosin filaments pulling neighboring bundles together into a cooperative, aggregated structure. The microscopic dynamic models of experimentally observed pulsatile behavior incorporated essential aspects of actomyosin self-organization: the asymmetric load response of individual filaments, the correlated motor-driven events of motor-induced filament sliding, and the complex competition of cross linking molecules and motor filaments in the network [126] [127].

The models developed thus far suggested various possibilities to define the order parameters that drive the system’s dynamics—the number of motor proteins per cluster within a filament, free energy change for the constituents, polarization of polar filaments, and geometrical variables (e.g. a cortical layer thickness). These studies considered using the ATP, calcium, and myosin concentrations, connectivity and coupling in the network of filaments and motor proteins, as well as the asymmetry of a filament load response as control parameters that influence cytoskeleton nonlinear dynamics. A coupling between the activity of the cortical layer and calcium channels in the outer membrane, which are gated by the local stretching of the cortical layer, was also suggested as the control parameter. An increase of the extracellular calcium density enhances the actomyosin contractility in the cortical layer, providing the necessary feedback and facilitating sustained shape oscillations of the shell, (see e.g. [128]).

b) Cardiac myocytes

Cardiac myocytes’ behavior is commonly considered in terms of dynamic self-organization formalism (see e.g. [129]-[131]). Spatiotemporal calcium dynamics within the cell has been demonstrated to occur as calcium sparks, short livedcalcium waves, full calcium waves, and spiral waves initiated by groups of calcium channels—calcium release units (CRUs) [132]-[135]. At the whole-cell level, these sub-cellular calcium dynamics give rise to the whole-cell calcium transients (and following beats) as a response to action potential, with the transient strongly dependent on the form of the sub-cellular calcium waves [5] [136].

Recent studies facilitated deeper insights into the mechanisms of calcium beat alternants in myocytes, demonstrating how disordered behaviors dominated by stochastic processes at the subcellular level become organized into beats alternating patterns at the whole cell level [131] [137]. Calcium release by an individual CRU was suggested to maintain the coherent pattern of release producing macroscopic alternations of calcium release, stable against stochastic de-phasing. The coherence within individual CRU and between CRU’s was found to be facilitated by local coupling through calcium diffusion or globally by interactions through the membrane voltage. This result demonstrated that the emergence of calcium alternants at the whole cell level is a strongly coopera-
tive phenomenon mediated by the diffusive coupling of a large number of CRUs. The transition from the “no alternants” to “sustained alternants” regime represents an onset of a new ordered pattern in calcium release by the whole cell through bifurcations, a fundamental topic of dynamic self-organization in open systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium.

Theoretical descriptions of self-organized behaviors on the sub-cellular level suggested the transmembrane potential and intracellular calcium concentration as order parameters in nonlinear dynamical models. On the cellular and tissue levels, the calcium alternants amplitude and number of synchronized sparks in a single beat were used as the order parameters with a variety of control parameters—the coupling efficiency between voltage and calcium concentration, coupling between neighboring CRUs, CRU recovering rate, cell-to-cell conduction, and others.

The pathological voltage oscillations, called early after-depolarizations, have been widely observed under disease conditions in cardiac cells. Recent studies proved their bifurcation origin using Lyapunov exponents analysis and other approaches [138]. During period pacing, chaos always occurs at the transition to early after-depolarizations as the stimulation frequency decreases, providing a distinct explanation for the irregular voltage oscillations observed in experiments.

Numerous works on spiral waves propagation in cardiac tissues discussed experimental observations using the concepts of nonlinear dynamics (see e.g. [139] [140]). These features of cardiac myocytes were suggested to affect functioning of a higher-level organization system—tissues and organs [4] [39] [141]. The cardiac myocytes as the components of an organ alter the behavior of the heart and the heart in turn alters the behavior of the components, yet both components and the heart are integrated in a higher multi-cellular structure, the organism. Apparently, such multi-level organization with feedback supports usage of dynamic self-organization ideas to describe the system function. However, it also calls for additional experimental and theoretical studies within the systems biology paradigm, also emphasizing the importance of relating specific order parameters to biophysical properties of calcium channels currents and pumps [5].

c) Neurons and neural networks

Early applications of nonlinear dynamics paradigm in neuroscience targeted mainly higher organization level entities—neural networks, tissues, and the whole brain, emphasizing the feedbacks between different complexity layers [142]-[145]. Accumulation of experimental data and further theoretical developments facilitated deeper understanding of self-organization properties of neurons, synapses, and neural networks, which we analyze briefly below.

Multiple experimental and theoretical works proved nonlinear dynamic behavior of single neurons [146]-[151]. In response to external stimuli, neurons generate electrical spikes and chemical signals, switching between different functional modes (attractors), showing bistability, multistability, oscillations, and chaotic behavior. Such switching between attractors is a typical dynamic self-organization process for a system far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Various mathematical models were applied to describe such emergent properties, allowing additional prediction of important functional details in neurons.

As an example, the models derived from Hodgkin-Huxsley approach [72] demonstrated the onset of multistability, oscillations, bursting, and deterministic chaos using the gating variables describing the mean fraction of open gates of the sodium and potassium channels as the order parameters [147] [152]-[154]. The models used ion concentrations, transient input stimuli, coupling strength of the dendrite internal feedback connection, and the feedback time delay as control parameters that switch the neuron between attractors. Using Lyapunov exponents analysis of the chaotic neuron model, the internal state of the neuron—the generalized structural variable—was suggested as the order parameter to model the onset of deterministic chaos, using the strength of the refractoriness and external stimuli as control parameters [155].

Complex functional properties have been proven for the components of a neuron, calling for application of nonlinear dynamics models on the lower organization level entities, see works on dynamics of dendritic spines [156], dendritic branch-specific plasticity [157], and vesicle transport dynamics [158].

Synapses are the macromolecular structures responsible for transmitting electrical or chemical signals between neurons. The first description by Hebb proposed a basic mechanism for synaptic plasticity, suggesting the imperative role of repeated interactions between neurons to accumulate and increase synaptic efficacy [159]. Such accumulation occurs through a versatile network of feedbacks acting on largely different time scales within a synapse, thereby suggesting the slaving principle and providing prerequisites for dynamic self-organization.

Synapses reveal complex dynamics that depend on the frequency and timing of presynaptic spike firing [160]
Most recent biologically relevant models of synaptic plasticity emphasize their nonlinear dynamical behavior. One of the nonlinear models introduced the mechanism that adjusts the synaptic coupling to the neural activity through spike timing-dependent plasticity, allowing the synaptic strength to be either facilitated or depressed depending on the order of the spikes of pre- and post-synaptic neurons. Synaptic strength was shown to depend on a crosstalk coming from neighboring synapses. The crosstalk may be due to various factors, e.g. dendritic diffusion of calcium or other intracellular diffusion processes, creating bifurcations in developmental synaptic plasticity and tending to destroy it. The related nonlinear dynamic models revealed switching to emergent functioning modes—oscillations or other attractors. Some studies showed, however, that the crosstalk might facilitate synaptic strength leading to self-organization of the synaptic connectivity. At an optimal crosstalk level, the amount of synaptic coupling gets maximal in a resonance-like manner preserving the existing level of collective dynamics in the brain by neutralizing the impact of random perturbations. The corresponding nonlinear dynamic models used synaptic strength and synchronization parameter that characterized the phase difference of firing neurons as the order parameters, with the magnitude of a random synaptic input (crosstalk) as one of the control parameters.

Multiple studies indicated that a cooperative amplification of the synaptic efficiency by dendritic spines promotes nonlinear dendritic processing and associated forms of plasticity and storage, thus fundamentally enhancing the computational capabilities of neurons. The sign of synaptic plasticity was shown to be regulated by the action potential feedback to the synapse, thereby providing a mechanism for associative learning through a nonlinear dynamic mechanism.

Neural networks are multifunctional—they transduce sensory information, recover hidden signals, and generate new information. Researchers unanimously agree that neural networks function as self-organized systems far from the thermodynamic equilibrium. Below we will analyze only a few representative examples to demonstrate important features of biologically relevant nonlinear dynamic models.

Self-organization in neural networks relies on feedback processes that optimize biologic functions by correlating firing of groups of neurons to strengthen or modify synaptic connections between them, while the strengthened connections will in turn amplify the correlated firing of the neurons. Multiple experimental and theoretical studies explored nonlinear dynamic behaviors in groups and networks of neurons, confirming typical self-organized properties of their functioning like cell self-assembly, formation of standing patterns and other spatial structures, population bursts, consolidation of the synaptic changes, deterministic chaos, oscillating and propagating waves in synaptically-coupled networks, etc., as well as analyzing conditions of switching between different regimes of functioning (see e.g. and references therein).

Successful models for excitatory and inhibitory neural networks were developed showing multi-stability onset with oscillations, spiral waves, and chaos. These models used the portion of cells receiving at least threshold excitation and average activity level of neuronal population as the order parameters. The control parameters included the external stimulus intensity, proportion of firing inhibitory cell, synaptic firing rate, and number of synaptic connections.

Most of the models based on the chaotic neural networks used Lyapunov exponents and metric entropy analysis to explore the onset and properties of deterministic chaos and other dynamic regimes in neural networks, see for example. The “self-organizing recurrent network” introduced recently combines several distinct forms of (nonlinear) synaptic plasticity to explore spatio-temporal patterns that mimic the properties of the biological systems. It was shown that all of the analyzed plasticity mechanisms were essential for the onset of emergent properties through self-organization. The model produced bursts, oscillations, steady-state operation dependently on connections and switching of synaptic activities. The fraction of active excitatory neurons was chosen as the order parameter, with the synaptic strength and extent of connections between cells as the control parameters.

The neuronal coherence was suggested to mechanistically control neuronal communication. Only coherently oscillating neuronal groups can interact effectively, because their communication windows for input and for output are open at the same times. The so-called gamma-frequency oscillations in the brain tissues underlie various cognitive and motor functions. During gamma oscillations, individual neurons spike irregularly, but the collective dynamics of the local network are oscillatory. These oscillations exhibit pronounced coherence properties, but the exact mechanisms are still poorly understood.
d) Other examples at cell and tissue levels
Multiple studies confirmed that the dynamic properties of cellular structures are consistent with a role for self-organization in their formation, maintenance, and function; therefore, self-organization is considered to be a general principle in tissue organization and function [36] [38] [187] [188].
Meiotic nuclear oscillations crucial for proper chromosome pairing and recombination in yeast cells [71] as well as cellular biochemical processes responsible for e.g. self-regulating gene networks and phosphorylation-dephosphorylation signaling [189] were also widely discussed within the concept of dynamic self-organization in far from thermodynamic equilibrium systems with feedback.
Successful nonlinear dynamical models have been developed in the studies of the cell cycle [190], bacterial chemotaxis [191], cell differentiation in response to growth factors [192], and other phenomena.

2.3. Organs and Organ Systems

a) Cardiovascular system
In cardiac physiology, the feedback between the participating components at several levels was proven to play an essential role in system functioning, suggesting inherent nonlinear dynamic properties [4] [39] [193] [194]. Numerous applications of nonlinear dynamics and stochastic methods to cardiac physiology have been discussed, emphasizing deterministic chaos [195], spiral waves as the precursors of chaotic behavior [139] [140], oscillatory patterns [196], and other nonlinear dynamic properties of the cardiovascular system [197]-[199]. Using Lyapunov exponents and entropy as order parameters proved to be a productive approach to pinpoint specifics of dynamic self-organization effects in cardiovascular systems.
One of the most promising efforts in modeling of the cardiac dynamics is associated with the study of the spatio-temporal evolution of the cardiac electrical activity. The early theories were based on extensions of the Hodgkin-Huxley nerve impulse equations [72]. In the current models, the cardiac tissue is considered to be an excitable medium of which the electrical and mechanical activity is based on the integration of control and feedback processes. Cardiac electrical activity controls cardiac mechanics via calcium concentration-membrane voltage coupling [136], whereas excitation-contraction interaction and changes in tissue length and/or tension affect electrophysiological properties via mechano-electrical feedback [200].
Using the heart ventricular volume and membrane potential as the order parameters, the self-organization models of heartbeats revealed transitions from the irregular beats to synchronized, periodic oscillations and deterministic chaos upon variation of the current of stretch-activated ion channels (control parameter). The onset of the beats frequency doubling was also analyzed using the ventricular resistance as the control parameter [141].

b) Central nervous system (CNS)
CNS is obviously one of the most complex sub-systems of the organism, revealing a multi-level architecture with strong and diverse feedback loops. The current paradigm discusses the brain as a very peculiar system, in which genuine computational features act in concert with non-computational dynamical processes, leading to continuous self-organization and remodeling under the action of external stimuli from the environment and from the rest of the organism [201]-[204]. Multiple studies demonstrated that healthy brains self-organize through activity-dependent neuroplasticity towards so-called small-world networks [205], with a combination of dense local connectivity and critical long-distance connections, revealing hierarchical modularity [206] [207]. Applying this approach, development of the brain network and its nonlinear dynamic properties were characterized with Lyapunov exponents using the sizes of the clustered nodes of the network as the order parameters [208].
The underlying idea governing neural control of behavior is the three-step structure of nervous systems, which can be described as follows: 1) Neurons transform environmental stimuli into a neural code; 2) This encoded information travels along specific pathways to the brain or central nervous system composed of nerve cells; 3) A motor instruction is generated to produce certain activity. A rigorous mathematical model of such a three-step process within the high organization level neural system is not achievable currently, but approaches describing specific functions of the neural system using bottom-up and top-down models were applied in many studies (see e.g. reviews [37] [204]).
It has been generally accepted that information processing and all functions of the brain, e.g. learning, associative learning, vision, looking and reaching, recognition, motion control, etc. are performed through complex feedback mechanisms revealing pronounced self-organized properties. Consider examples of several representa-
tive models below.

In an example of cerebral learning, the chaotic resonance facilitated by synaptic coupling and noise was shown to enhance learning [209]. A variable that characterized the strength of phase synchronization between neurons was chosen as the order parameter, the chaotic dynamics was quantified using Lyapunov exponents, and the coupling strength between neurons was used as the control parameter.

To describe differential learning, which is regarded as a self-organized process that results in the emergence of subject- and context-dependent attractors, the generalized variable—learning rate—was chosen as the order parameter [210].

The brain’s visual cortex processes information within functional (cortical) maps, which were shown to develop through self-organization process. Various studies applied different nonlinear dynamic models using specific order parameters to describe pattern formation. For example, the topological maps method allowed predicting critical segregation of the cortex into oriented columns using the generalized variables that described visual stimuli received as the order parameters [211]. In recent studies, the long-range connectivity between neurons was shown to facilitate preferential orientation maps through self-organization using generalized variables that characterized preferred orientation as the order parameter [212].

Considering the “looking and reaching” function of a vision system, recent studies suggested that only a coherent spiking activity in posterior parietal cortex could control reaches and saccades together. In addition, the neural mechanism of coordination was proposed to involve a shared collective function that acts to slow or speed movements together [213].

c) Endocrine system

The pulsatility is known to be an important inherent characteristic of hormones. Soon after the first experimental studies of the pulsatile nature of the cortisol hormone secretion by a normal man [214], it was realized that the pulsatility was not due to noise, but was associated with normal physiological processes. The circadian clock, the interaction between hormones through feedback mechanisms, and the interaction of hormones with nervous and other systems were discussed among the reasons for the pulsatile behavior. Experimental studies of hormonal systems utilizing nonlinear dynamics modelling tools allowed deeper insight into the pulsatility mechanisms [215].

The phenomenological model of three interacting hormones, namely testosterone, luteinizing hormone, and luteinizing hormone releasing hormone, was applied to describe the onset of their oscillatory behavior using hormone species densities as the order parameters [216]. The initial model of three interacting hormones was improved later in multiple works, using the rate equations model with feedback loops (see e.g. [217]).

The phase-space analysis of the hormone’s dynamics was applied to investigate the pulsatile secretion in healthy humans, revealing different functioning patterns with characteristics of the low-dimensional deterministic chaos [218] and fractal attractors in the underlying dynamics of various hormones [219].

Multiple physiologically relevant models characterized bifurcations and a variety of dynamic behaviors (attractors) including oscillations, bursts, and paths to chaos, demonstrating that simple physiological feedback loops mimicking the coupling between circulatory hormones and production centers could be the source of complex hormone release patterns observed in vivo [220]-[224]. The commonly used modeling approach relied on nonlinear equations with hormone species densities as the order parameters.

3. Applications in Medicine

3.1. Counterfactuals from Medicine

The paradoxes and counterfactuals to widespread paradigms were recognized in various fields of healthcare research, indicating a need for an advanced holistic approach in studies. Recent report on evolutionary theory discussed several most unsustainable concepts of the genomic (DNA-based) evolution [225]. The analysis of health and nutrition data from various countries shows many surprising and seemingly incomprehensible facts and paradoadoxical relationships, e.g. the French paradox as the example of apparent contrast between “unhealthy” nutrition and low cardiovascular mortality [226]. The development of psoriatic lesions in parallel to otherwise very successful therapeutic treatment of psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis emphasized several mechanisms for the explanation of this paradoxical phenomenon, indicating a need for further system-based studies for in-depth understanding of the underlying process of disease [227]. A number of epidemiological paradoxes that have puzzled epidemiologists for a decade or more can be explained by sufficiency or lack of sun exposure hypothesis,
pointing towards complex, system-level connections in human organisms [228]. Multiple studies discuss paradoxical drug reaction showing an outcome that is opposite from the outcome that would be expected from the drug’s known actions. In bidirectional drug reactions, drugs may produce opposite effects, either in the same or different individuals, emphasizing a need for a system-level approach in pharmacokinetics and other studies [229].

One of the most pronounced examples of counterfactuals is the prevailing paradigm in cancer research that is based on somatic mutation theory with the constantly increasing catalog of genetic changes. This paradigm goes through a revision due to the growing list of inconsistencies and contradictions accumulated in cancer research [230]. A number of paradoxes of the somatic mutation theory of carcinogenesis based on the reductionist approach was indicated recently [231], calling for a more comprehensive inclusion of the advanced holistic approaches based on the concept of dynamic self-organization in cancer research.

3.2. Oncology and Carcinogenesis

The idea of the long-range interactions imposed by coherent dynamics, controlled by the flow of energy and information in organisms is currently seen as a generic principle of biological organization. Impairment of this flow by structural or functional, environmental or endogenous perturbations at any specific level of organization will directly destabilize the coherency and self-organizing potential of a cell or tissue. As cancer is primarily characterized in terms of progressive loss of self-organization rather than by a specific inductive agent, then impairment of the proper coherent dynamics at a specific level could be connected to such loss of self-organization. Early contributions on this topic considered the role of coherent excitations in cell division and associated implications for cancer [18] [232]. More recent studies also discussed mitochondrial dysfunction, impairment of the centrioles, disintegration of the cytoskeleton, and other relevant effects as the properties, sensitive to the biological coherency loss [233]-[235].

Carcinogenesis is one of the fields comprehensively studied with nonlinear dynamics models for multi-scale systems [236]-[238]. The normal to cancer transition is generally considered as a dynamical non-equilibrium phenomenon, which depends on both metabolic energy supply and local physiological conditions. Various nonlinear dynamics tools including entropy analysis, fractal and attractor analysis, and bifurcation analysis were applied in continuum, discrete, and hybrid models. Importantly, modeling together with in vivo clinical analysis allowed outlining preventative and therapeutic strategies.

A widely explored model describing tumor growth uses a set of coupled reaction-diffusion equations with extended network of feedbacks. A version of such model was applied for multiscale modeling (subcellular, cellular, diffusible, and vascular levels) of vascular tumor growth. As an example of bottom-up approach, this model accounted for coupling between layers and external stimuli. The component concentrations and expression levels were suggested as the order parameters to demonstrate the onset of the tumor growth, predict its spatiotemporal evolution, and evaluate the response to therapy [239].

The other popular approach relies on the cellular automaton (CA) discrete model that describes a spatial matrix of cells with dynamics relying on intra- and inter-cell interactions and feedbacks. In a recent example, malignant behavior of invasive solid tumors was modeled employing CA approach using the cells’ density as the order parameter. The model predicted a rich spectrum of morphology, growth dynamics, and emergent behaviors of invasive tumors [240]. The authors evaluated incorporation of important environmentally controlled mechanisms in the model to apply it in clinical practice.

Physiologically relevant models of carcinogenesis suggested order parameters defined via various observable variables that identify relevant physical changes. In addition to the discussion above, the rate of cell division, cells’ viscoelastic properties, mitotic index of cancer cells relative to the corresponding value for their normal counterparts, as well as changes in metabolism, pH values, trans-membrane potentials, spatial distribution of metabolic enzymes were proposed as possible order parameters choices for specific types of cancer [241].

3.3. Cardiology and Electrophysiology

Statistical and dynamical techniques applied to electrocardiogram (ECG) data clearly indicate that the frequency of the heartbeat is essentially irregular and shows patterns specific to open, far from thermodynamic equilibrium systems. The methods used to detect cardiac abnormalities in ECG recordings include stochastic processes with feedback loops [193], self-organized, turbulent electrical dynamics [242], correlation dimension method from
chaos theory [243], multiscale entropy method for complex time series [198] [244], fractal analysis and other non-linear dynamical approaches (see e.g. review [194]).

Within the theoretical models, the transition from normal heart rate to tachycardia could be explained as corresponding to the appearance of spiral waves, and the following transition to fibrillation could be attributed to the chaotic regime after breaking up of the spiral waves [195]. From a physiological perspective, the fractal heart-rate dynamics indicates that the control mechanisms regulating the heartbeat might interact as part of a coupled cascade of feedback loops in a system operating far from equilibrium [245]. The onset of spatially discordant cardiac alternants was explained by heterogeneous nonlinear dynamics facilitated by feedback between components at different time scales and various complexity levels [136]. The physiological mechanisms underlying the dynamics and control of electrical turbulence (fibrillation) remain largely unknown; however, recent studies have demonstrated that such control is provided through the low-energy modes with efficient feedback [242].

Nonlinear dynamic models applied in cardiology and electrophysiology to describe multiscale systems used both bottom-up and top-down approaches with various (observable) macroscopic, microscopic as well as generalized variables as the order parameters. Among them were the heart rate, interbeat interval, respiratory frequency, filaments synchronization parameter, fractal dimension, Lyapunov exponents, and signal multiscale entropy.

3.4. Clinical Neurophysiology

Nonlinear dynamical models are used widely in neurophysiology to analyze functional magnetic resonance images (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings. These models take advantage of complex interactions in neural systems, inferring processes and mechanisms at the neuronal level from measurements of brain activity and providing valuable information regarding functioning of a healthy brain as a whole system [246]. Various metrics have been applied to assess the fMRI, EEG and MEG variability, for example, using functional time-series analysis, Lyapunov exponents and multiscale entropy analysis, phase-space reconstruction techniques, bifurcation analysis, etc. [247]-[249].

Optimal brain network structural and functional organization becomes disrupted in neurological disease in characteristic ways, allowing formulation of brain disorders on the basis of qualitatively different dynamics [246]. The nonlinear dynamics tools offered unique supplemental information to the classical techniques, such as Fourier analysis, to distinguish qualitatively different fMRI/EEG/MEG recordings, e.g., in mental disorders [250] [251], in epileptic seizures [252] [253], in Parkinson’s disease [246], in Alzheimer’s disease [251] [254], or in schizophrenia [251] [255]. Among the order parameters used in the models to analyze brain activity, we can indicate Kolmogorov entropy, Lyapunov exponents, fractal dimension, and signal multiscale entropy.

The analysis of brain activity using tools from nonlinear dynamics theory provide important information with regard to the underlying pharmacodynamics and therapeutic effects of different drugs, taking into consideration that the qualitative EEG/MEG changes, induced by acting drugs differ considerably (see [256] for review).

3.5. Endocrinology

As discussed above in Section 2.3.c, the hormonal system is multidimensional with extended feedback loops and pronounced hierarchy. Using nonlinear dynamical models to characterize the pulsatile behaviors is inevitable to properly analyze the state of the endocrine system and suggest clinical treatment of its disorders [221]. However, application of such methods in practice is currently limited to mostly qualitative, phenomenological approaches, which calls for a need for further comprehensive studies to bring appropriate nonlinear dynamic models to clinical practice. Below are a few recent examples of possible application areas.

The energy homeostasis in humans is regulated by complex mechanisms of hormonal secretion. The importance of feedback-controlled interactions with the neural system regulating appetite and satiety, reproductive function, cardiovascular system support, and other functions was pinpointed in [257]. The endocrine role of the skeleton was postulated recently based on clinical observations and analysis of the feedback loops regulating diabetes, obesity, and hypogonadism [258]. The glucocorticoids output regulation, critical for the immune, nervous, blood and other systems is not well understood and appropriate models describing important feedbacks are not available. The action of these hormones was shown to be controlled by age, gender, stress, and disease requiring construction of appropriate nonlinear models for future clinical applications [259]. One more example
is the thyroid hormone system, which was explored extensively for many years. Recent studies indicated availability of a regulatory pathway hierarchically higher than the traditional feedback system [260]. All of these findings require further comprehensive studies with development of physiologically relevant nonlinear dynamical models.

3.6. Other Fields of Medicine

Besides already discussed applications in carcinogenesis, electrophysiology, endocrinology, and neurophysiology, the dynamic self-organization concept was also employed in other medical applications.

The capability of stem cells to initiate morphogenesis in vitro, generating complex structures in culture that closely parallel their in vivo counterparts was reviewed recently, discussing the mechanisms based on dynamic self-organization and evaluating applications of such models for stem cell research, disease modeling, and regenerative medicine [261]. A model studying self-organization and mineralization of vascular stent cells was used for a systems-based analysis in cardiovascular medicine [262].

The origin of complex physiologically important rhythms in living organisms, their emergence from stochastic and nonlinear biological mechanisms interacting with a fluctuating environment, as well as alterations from normal to pathological rhythm in disease states were discussed using nonlinear dynamics theories combined with physiological and medical studies [31].

An imperative role of complex mathematical models based on the dynamic self-organization concept to provide realistic insights at individual-specific optimal movement solutions in sports medicine was discussed in a number of works. Such models should incorporate a wide range of organismic, environmental and task constraints, also adopting more individualized clinical assessment procedures [263].

Complex analysis employing nonlinear dynamical methods was widely used to discuss pharmacodynamics, clinical paradoxes and bidirectional effects for drugs used in cardiovascular, CNS, dermal, endocrine, musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal, haematological, respiratory, and psychotropic agents [229] [264].

4. Summarizing Remarks

This review discusses a rapidly growing interest of the research community in a holistic approach to describing complex systems behavior in life sciences and medicine. The scope of the review did not allow including results of all available works evidencing or otherwise discussing importance of dynamic self-organization and coherence effects in biological systems and living organisms. We focused on providing a concise overview demonstrating the most pronounced and recent examples of such effects’ existence and their importance at each level of organization in biological systems and living organisms, emphasizing the choice of the order parameters, control parameters, feedback mechanisms, and discussing importance of slaving principle in the systems’ behavior.

To explore self-organization and coherence effects facilitated by feedbacks that give rise to patterns in plant and animal morphology, electrostatic waves in the heart, nonlinear dynamical effects observed in biomolecules, cells, tissues, and in other level of complexity biological entities, the entire set of available mathematical tools was used. Biological systems are inherently multilevel, composed of elements of a diverse nature in a hierarchical fashion that requires linking together different types of modeling at the various levels. At the same time, there may be no privileged level of causation in such multilevel systems with feedback loops between the scale levels [1] [5] [265]. This implies importance for a physiologically relevant model of a complex system to include relevant scales with appropriate control parameters; the analysis of the entire system might reveal at which level the order parameters might be properly defined and biological function integrated.

Successful models of dynamic self-organization in biological systems and living organisms used different tools selecting appropriate order parameters and their relations to the control parameters and system’s properties. In biomolecules, the dynamic self-organization may occur due to strong charge-conformational or intra-molecular interactions causing structural changes relaxing on long time scales, exemplifying the slaving principle. This effect is facilitated by considerable flexibility of the protein environment and multiple consecutive interactions inherently characteristic to any biological system. Correspondingly, the order parameters in biomolecules are represented often through free energy functions that exemplify slow structural dynamics.

On the cell and tissue levels, the cooperative effects of multiple constituents are important contributors for the dynamic self-organization. The top level order parameters are commonly defined using the bottom-up approach.
and in most cases are represented as observable (macroscopic) variables defined through the microscopic variables or generalized variables that depend on the properties of the system’s constituents.

On the organ and organism levels, available models take advantage of multiple feedbacks from the lower level entities, and the choice of the order parameters is based mainly on macroscopic variables of the system. However, using the bottom-up approach with microscopic generalized variables as order parameters also proved to be very productive in modeling organs and organisms.

In many cases of multi-scale, multi-dimensional systems, the nonlinear dynamic models used the analysis based on Lyapunov exponents and system’s entropy. Such analysis allowed accurate prediction of a variety of functional modes (attractors) and regimes of switching between them, confirming the imperative role of Lyapunov exponents and system’s entropy as the order parameters for modeling biological systems.

For the most complex, multiscale level systems, there are still many unknown interactions that should be specified to construct the relevant top-level models with adequate order parameters that govern the system behavior. Additional studies are required to pinpoint microscopic (low-scale) dynamics, suggesting that improved definition of order parameters through multiple local (microscopic) interactions and properties is an ongoing task for virtually all studied systems. This is especially important for the systems at the organism level and in medicine, where building comprehensive and physiologically relevant nonlinear dynamical models is still in progress.

Experimental studies of dynamic self-organization and coherent phenomena in biological systems require special attention. In many cases, experimental results targeting nonlinear dynamics effects allow rather ambiguous explanation. Requirements of examining and separation of observed properties on wide time scales, multi-modality of the observed effects, adaptive properties of biological systems, as well as the complexity and wide dynamic range of the detected signals add complexity to the analysis. However, due to recent exciting progress in introduction of powerful methods of high resolution x-ray crystallography, single molecule analysis, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, various imaging techniques, other (rather expensive) technologies as well as advances in molecular dynamics simulations, the accurate studies of nonlinear dynamics and coherency phenomena in complex biological systems acquire additional motivation.

Further studies need to tightly couple experiments with a relevant theoretical model of an inherently complex dynamic system. The experiment should target the most salient features that could not be explained outside nonlinear dynamics theories. The feedback mechanisms must be carefully analyzed to reveal the most important order parameters that determine the complex system’s behavior. Experimental studies in parallel with theoretical analysis and simulations will allow deriving the quantitative measures for the order parameters and eventually making predictions about the biological system by validating the experimental data and results of modeling.

5. Conclusions

1) The common properties of biological systems, namely i) continuous in- and out-flow of matter and energy (open systems), ii) pronounced nonlinearities facilitated by strong feedback interactions, iii) time hierarchy for system’s variables that suggest slaving principle and existence of the order parameters, and iv) dissipation that always accompanies the system’s functioning support application of the dynamic self-organization concepts as defined by Prigogine [7] and Haken [9] in life sciences and healthcare research.

2) The examples provided here demonstrate that due to its far-reaching universality, the self-organization approach has the potential to afford valuable insights into homeostatic order and local interactions in complex biological systems. In this way, it can contribute to our knowledge of principles that drive the system’s functions.

3) The advantage of the almost universal applicability of the dynamic self-organization theory is, however, associated with the rather ambiguous choice of specific variables—order parameters—which determine the onset of the functional processes. Therefore, it is mandatory to correlate predictions, which are derived from theoretical relations, with measured data, in order to define the physiologically relevant self-organization model for the particular biological system.

4) Among the most important order, parameters for the lowest level biological systems are those presented as generalized structural variables and expressed by the functions of specific free energies. The choice of relevant order parameters requires precise data on feedback between the system components determined at various structural levels and over a wide time scale of many decades. Computational and research tools for such analysis especially in the most complex systems are rarely available. This could be the main reason for the limitation of self-organization models proposed until recently to relatively small macromolecular, cellular and tissue species.
The comprehensive and physiologically relevant nonlinear dynamics models for most organs as well as those related to medicine still need to be developed and/or improved.

5) Considerable progress in experimental and theoretical studies achieved during the last decades provides an additional motivation for development of realistic dynamic self-organization models in biological research and medicine. Future work will focus on the improved definition of order parameters through multiple local interactions in biological systems of various complexity levels. The impact of widely different time scales of system dynamics on order parameters will receive special attention. Another topic of interest will be a coordinated study of physiologically relevant models, which may favor a deeper understanding of the state and development of diseases and thereby provide powerful tools for healthcare research and medicine.
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